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Abstract

This whitepaper provides an overview of how to reliably test Infrastructure 
as Code (IaC) deployed and provisioned into Amazon Web Services Cloud. 
It is intended for Solution Architects and DevOps Engineers who are 
responsible for building complex infrastructures while utilizing the IaC 
principles.
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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to present a custom approach for executing unit and acceptance tests 
on IaC based infrastructure within a CI/CD environment (using AWS CodeBuild / AWS CodePipeline). The 
technical part of the paper will touch the basis of writing and executing InSpec tests. The tools, services 
and features that fit into building the solution are also outlined in the document below.

Overview
Infrastructure as code (IaC) is the process of managing and provisioning computer data centers through 
machine-readable definition files, rather than standalone configuration of interactive configuration tools.

When you start building infrastructure with code, usually you will perform peer reviews of your code, 
or even test deployments and that would be sufficient for initial development phases, Proof of Concept 
or other small projects. However, as projects and the infrastructure grows and evolves, you eventually 
end up in a situation in which you have to deploy a change in an actively used and complex production 
account, or you need to create an exact replica of an already deployed environment to a secondary 
region, or you just need to make sure that a change that was already applied or you plan to apply will 
have the expected outcome.

Some of the pros and cons of testing IaC are listed below

Gains
■■ Tests can help in catching a problem in the early stage

■■ Tests can be included in a CI/CD pipeline and changes could be auto-approved

■■ Tests can help you to document your infrastructure

■■ Tests can represent the requirements

Cons
■■ Slower development cycle
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Tooling
CI/CD
AWS CodePipeline is a fully managed continuous delivery service that helps you automate your release 
pipelines for fast and reliable application and infrastructure updates. CodePipeline automates the build, 
test, and deploy phases of your release process every time there is a code change, based on the release 
model you define.

AWS CodeBuild is a fully managed continuous integration service that compiles source code, runs tests, 
and produces software packages that are ready to deploy. With CodeBuild, you don’t need to provision, 
manage, and scale your own build servers. CodeBuild scales continuously and processes multiple 
builds concurrently, so your builds are not left waiting in a queue. You can get started quickly by using 
prepackaged build environments, or you can create custom build environments that use your own build 
tools.

DevOps Automation Tools
There are many tools that have continuous configuration automation capabilities – Ansible, Puppet, Chef, 
SaltStack, to name a few.

When it comes to IaC deployments (on AWS) the two main options are CloudFormation and Terraform.

In AWS own words:

AWS CloudFormation provides a common language for you to describe and provision all the infrastructure 
resources in your cloud environment. CloudFormation allows you to use a simple text file to model and 
provision, in an automated and secure manner, all the resources needed for your applications across all 
regions and accounts. This file serves as the single source of truth for your cloud environment.

HashiCorp’s own description:

Terraform is a tool for building, changing, and versioning infrastructure safely and efficiently. Terraform 
can manage existing and popular service providers as well as custom in-house solutions. Configuration 
files describe to Terraform the components needed to run a single application or your entire datacenter. 
Terraform generates an execution plan describing what it will do to reach the desired state, and then 
executes it to build the described infrastructure. As the configuration changes, Terraform is able to 
determine what changed and create incremental execution plans which can be applied.

CloudFormation uses templates and groups services or applications into “stacks”. It supports both yaml 
and json for writing templates, and it comes with “ready-to-go” solution templates and snippets. 

Terraform is written in Go and uses the in-house built json compatible declarative language called 
HashiCorp Configuration Language (HCL).

One of the main advantages of CloudFormation is, that being an AWS service it adds support for newly 
released services and features from AWS in a timely manner, while adding the same resources in 
Terraform provider for AWS might take some time. However as Terraform and its providers are open 
source, it’s easy for contributors to collaborate and in some cases Terraform supports features that 
haven’t been made available in CloudFormation.

At HeleCloud we use both depending on the use case, and for this particular solution we employ 
Terraform.

https://aws.amazon.com/devops/continuous-delivery/
https://www.ansible.com/
https://puppet.com/
https://www.chef.io/
https://www.saltstack.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-templates/
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Testing Tools
At the moment of writing there is no “go-to” tool for testing Terraform and it does not offer an out of 
the box way of doing so. The closest contender is the Kitchen framework and more precisely kitchen-
terraform. However, depending on the use case kitchen might be too complex to install and configure 
and by design its tests are run in complete isolation.

Most of the other tools and testing frameworks are built around Rspec and Serverspec. Whilst doing 
the research for a testing tool, we came across Awspec and Terratest, however we eventually went with 
Chef’s InSpec.

InSpec
In general, InSpec is very similar to the above-mentioned frameworks.

It is a free and open-source ruby framework based on Rspec/Serverspec for testing and auditing 
applications and infrastructure. 

It is fully capable of testing AWS resources, operating system integrity, security audits, and application 
configurations. 

It works by comparing the actual state of the system with the desired/expected state in easy-to-read 
and easy-to-write InSpec tests. It detects violations and displays any findings in the form of a report.

A nice addition is the built-it compliance testing and the integration with AWS Systems Manager.

As shown on their Downloads page, InSpec comes in various form. As with any other Ruby framework it 
can be installed as a ruby gem, or it is available in pre-built packages for all major operating systems.

One downside of InSpec, is that at the moment, some AWS resources are not supported and for those 
you’ll probably need another tool like Awspec, until InSpec adds them. Starting from v 3.0 InSpec will be 
supporting plugins, so you can build your own plugin if a certain resource that you need is missing.

https://kitchen.ci/
https://github.com/newcontext-oss/kitchen-terraform
https://github.com/newcontext-oss/kitchen-terraform
http://rspec.info/
https://serverspec.org/
https://github.com/k1LoW/awspec
https://blog.gruntwork.io/open-sourcing-terratest-a-swiss-army-knife-for-testing-infrastructure-code-5d883336fcd5
https://www.inspec.io/
https://downloads.chef.io/inspec
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Solution Details
The solution uses AWS CodePipeline, AWS CodeBuild, S3, Terraform and InSpec.
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IAM
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables you to manage access to AWS services and 
resources securely. Using IAM, you can create and manage AWS users and groups, and use permissions 
to allow and deny their access to AWS resources.

You can create roles in IAM and manage permissions to control which operations can be performed by 
the entity, or AWS service, that assumes the role. You can also define which entity is allowed to assume 
the role. In addition, you can use service-linked roles to delegate permissions to AWS services that create 
and manage AWS resources on your behalf.

In order to have a working pipeline we need to create an IAM role and attach a policy to it first. An IAM 
role with the security audit policy attached to it is a good start, but you should review the permissions 
and only allow the required services (based on the principle of least privilege):
{
    “Statement”: [
        {
            “Action”: [
                “s3:GetObject”,
                “s3:GetObjectVersion”,
                “s3:GetBucketVersioning”
            ],
            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “s3:PutObject”
            ],
            “Resource”: [
                “arn:aws:s3:::*”
            ],
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “codecommit:CancelUploadArchive”,
                “codecommit:GetBranch”,
                “codecommit:GetCommit”,
                “codecommit:GetUploadArchiveStatus”,
                “codecommit:UploadArchive”
            ],
            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “codedeploy:CreateDeployment”,

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/console/iam/service-linked-role
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_policies_job-functions.html
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                “codedeploy:GetApplicationRevision”,
                “codedeploy:GetDeployment”,
                “codedeploy:GetDeploymentConfig”,
                “codedeploy:RegisterApplicationRevision”
            ],
            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “elasticbeanstalk:*”,
                “ec2:*”,
                “elasticloadbalancing:*”,
                “autoscaling:*”,
                “cloudwatch:*”,
                “s3:*”,
                “sns:*”,
                “cloudformation:*”,
                “rds:*”,
                “sqs:*”,
                “ecs:*”,
                “ecr:*”,
                “iam:PassRole”
            ],
            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “lambda:InvokeFunction”,
                “lambda:ListFunctions”
            ],
            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “cloudformation:CreateStack”,
                “cloudformation:DeleteStack”,
                “cloudformation:DescribeStacks”,
                “cloudformation:UpdateStack”,
                “cloudformation:CreateChangeSet”,
                “cloudformation:DeleteChangeSet”,
                “cloudformation:DescribeChangeSet”,
                “cloudformation:ExecuteChangeSet”,
                “cloudformation:SetStackPolicy”,
                “cloudformation:ValidateTemplate”,
                “iam:PassRole”
            ],
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            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        },
        {
            “Action”: [
                “codebuild:*”
            ],
            “Resource”: “*”,
            “Effect”: “Allow”
        }
    ],
    “Version”: “2012-10-17”
}

CodePipeline
The CodePipeline has two stages:

■■ Source – in which we are pulling code from CodeCommit or gathering artifacts from S3

■■ Terraform apply and InSpec Test Stage with two actions:

• Terraform execution action in which we deploy our code with “terraform apply” 

• InSpec testing action in which we are executing our pre-defined tests 

The Terraform code and InSpec tests are stored in an S3 bucket, but you can use any CodeBuild 
supported source provider (CodeCommit, GitHub, etc.)

Pseudo-code for creating a CodePipeline with Terraform:
resource “aws_codepipeline” “test_pipeline” { 
  name     = “mytestpipeline” 
  role_arn = “${var.codepipeline_role_arn}” 
 
  artifact_store { 
    location = “${var.aws_automation_storage_name}” 
    type     = “S3” 
  } 
 
  stage { 
    name = “Gathering-Source” 
 
    action { 
      name             = “Source” 
      category         = “Source” 
      owner            = “AWS” 
      provider         = “CodeCommit” 
      version          = “1” 
      output_artifacts = [“source-artifact”] 
 
      configuration { 
        RepositoryName = “${var.reponame}” 
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        BranchName     = “master” 
        PollForSourceChanges = true 
      } 
    } 
  } 
 
  stage { 
    name = “Build-and-Test” 
 
    action { 
      name             = “Terraform-apply” 
      category         = “Build” 
      owner            = “AWS” 
      provider         = “CodeBuild” 
      input_artifacts  = [“source-artifact”] 
      version          = “1” 
      run_order        = “1” 
      output_artifacts = [“build_outputs”] 
 
      configuration { 
        ProjectName = “cb-tf-execution” 
      } 
    } 
 
    action { 
      name             = “Inspec-Test” 
      category         = “Build” 
      owner            = “AWS” 
      provider         = “CodeBuild” 
      input_artifacts  = [“source-artifact”, “build_outputs”] 
      version          = “1” 
      run_order        = “2” 
 
      configuration { 
        ProjectName = “cb-inspec-test” 
        PrimarySource = “source-artifact” 
      } 
    } 
  } 
 }

CodeBuild
As InSpec is ruby based, our CodeBuild project uses one of the official Docker images provided by AWS: 
aws/codebuild/ruby:2.5.1.

Pseudo-code for creating a CodeBuild project with Terraform:
resource “aws_codebuild_project” “tf_codebuild” { 
  name          = “cb-${var.action_name}-test” 
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  description   = “cb-${var.action_name}-test” 
  build_timeout = “60” 
  service_role  = “${var.codebuild_role_arn}” 
 
  artifacts { 
    type = “NO_ARTIFACTS” 
  } 
 
  environment { 
    compute_type = “BUILD_GENERAL1_SMALL” 
    image        = “aws/codebuild/ruby:2.5.1” 
    type         = “LINUX_CONTAINER” 
 
    environment_variable { 
      “name”  = “env_name” 
      “value” = “${var.env_name}” 
    } 
 
    environment_variable { 
      “name”  = “os_type” 
      “value” = “${var.os_type}” 
    } 
 
    environment_variable { 
      “name”  = “app_type” 
      “value” = “${var.app_type}” 
    } 
  } 
 
  source { 
    type     = “CODECOMMIT” 
    location = “https://git-codecommit.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/
v1/repos/${var.buildspec_repo}” 
    buildspec = “${var.buildspec_filename}” 
  } 
 
}

The idea of the action_name variable in the project name is to re-use this code snippet as a module 
which will create both actions in our pipeline with the same code.

As the idea of this post is to show InSpec capabilities we won’t focus on how to create CodeBuild - we will 
keep it simple – there are no environment variables or artifacts, just install and build phases. 

To sum it up, we will install Terraform and InSpec, download the Terraform code and InSpec tests from 
S3, then we will create a VPC and an EC2 instance with Terraform, and then do some tests on the 
infrastructure (both AWS and OS)

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codebuild/latest/userguide/getting-started.html
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Buildspec
Buildspec is a collection of build commands and related settings, in YAML format, that AWS CodeBuild 
uses to run a build. You can include a build spec as part of the source code, or you can define a build 
spec when you create a build project.

Our buildspec file has the following phases:

■■ install - downloads and install terraform and InSpec

   # - command 
   - cd /tmp 
      - wget https://releases.hashicorp.com/terraform/0.11.11/
terraform_0.11.11_linux_amd64.zip 
   - unzip terraform_0.11.11_linux_amd64.zip 
   - mv terraform /usr/bin/ 
   - chmod +x /usr/bin/terraform 
   # - command 
   - cd /tmp 
      - wget https://packages.chef.io/files/stable/inspec/3.2.6/
ubuntu/14.04/inspec_3.2.6-1_amd64.deb 
   - dpkg -i inspec_3.2.6-1_amd64.deb 

■■ pre-build - downloads the Terraform code and InSpec tests from s3 artifacts bucket and applying 
the Terraform code with auto-approve (output to a file)

    - echo “Downloading artifacts” 

      - mkdir -p /tmp/code 
    - cd /tmp/code 
      - aws s3 cp s3://hc-inspec-poc-tests/code.zip . 
      - unzip code.zip

      - echo “Deploying terraform”

   - cd /tmp/code/terraform/environments/global/s3 
   - terraform init 
   - terraform apply -auto-approve 
   - terraform output | sed s/=/:/g >> /tmp/code/inspec-tests/
tfoutput.yml 
   - cd /tmp/code/terraform/environments/poc/vpc 
   - terraform init 
   - terraform apply -auto-approve 
   - terraform output | sed s/=/:/g >> /tmp/code/inspec-tests/
tfoutput.yml 
   - cd /tmp/code/terraform/environments/poc/docker_apache 
   - terraform init 
   - terraform apply -auto-approve 
   - terraform output | sed s/=/:/g >> /tmp/code/inspec-tests/
tfoutput.yml

■■ build - executing the InSpec tests by using the yaml as input for variables.  

   - sleep 120 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/codebuild/latest/userguide/build-spec-ref.html
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   - cd /tmp/code/inspec-tests 
   - export HOSTIP=$(grep private_ip tfoutput.yml | cut -d”:” -f2 
| xargs) 
   - env | grep -i HOSTIP 
   - aws s3 cp s3://hc-inspec-poc-artifacts-state-sbx/inspec-
tests.pem . 
   - chmod 400 inspec-tests.pem 
   - inspec exec test-infra.rb -t aws://$AWS_REGION --attrs /tmp/
code/inspec-tests/tfoutput.yml 
   - inspec exec test-os-app.rb -i inspec-tests.pem -t ssh://ec2-
user@$HOSTIP --attrs /tmp/code/inspec-tests/tfoutput.yml

Testing
Testing AWS architecture
test security groups - checks whether security group with name docker-apache-sg exists and whether 
its name matches the predefined string

describe aws_security_group(group_name: ‘docker-apache-sg’) do 
 it { should exist } 
 its(‹group_name’) { should eq ‘docker-apache-sg’ } 
end

test VPCs - checks whether vpc_id with a certain id exists and whether it’s cidr_block matches the 
predefined IP range

describe aws_vpc(vpc_id) do 
 its(‹state›) { should eq ‘available’ } 
 its(‹cidr_block’) { should eq ‘10.99.0.0/16’ } 
end

■■ test s3 - checks whether an s3 bucket with a pre-defined bucket name exists and that it’s not 
publicly accessible

describe aws_s3_bucket(bucket_name: ‘hc-inspec-poc-tests’) do 
 it { should exist } 
 it { should_not be_public } 
end

■■ test ec2

Tests
whether an ec2 instance with a name ‘docker-apache-inspec-poc’ exists

whether its state is ‘running’

■■ whether its image id matches a predefined string

whether the instance_type is t2_micro

■■ whether it’s in the expected vpc

■■ whether its private IP address matches the required IP address.

describe aws_ec2_instance(name: ‘docker-apache-inspec-poc’) do 
 it { should exist } 
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 it { should be_running } 
 its(‹image_id’) { should eq ‘ami-0bdb1d6c15a40392c’ } 
 its(‹instance_type’) {should eq ‘t2.micro’ } 
 its(‹vpc_id’) { should eq vpc_id } 
 its(‹private_ip_address’) { should eq private_ip }

The tests shown above are pretty simple and easy to understand. If we take a closer look at the last two 
tests, we can see that there are some differences compared to the others.

vpc_id and private_ip are not hardcoded like the instance_type. 

If we go back to the buildspec code outlined above and take a look at the following lines:

terraform output | sed s/=/:/g >> /tmp/code/inspec-tests/
tfoutput.yml

inspec exec test-infra.rb -t aws://$AWS_REGION --attrs /tmp/code/
inspec-tests/tfoutput.yml

we can see that we are using Terraform output to store some values in a file, and then use that as an 
input when we invoke the InSpec command with the –attrs switch. 

An attribute is a parameter that InSpec reads from a YAML file provided on the command line. You can 
use this feature to either change a profile’s behavior by passing a different attribute than the default or 
to store secrets that should be directly present in a profile (we will come to profiles later on).

This is how our attributes are defined in the test-infra.rb file

aurora:inspec nick$ head -n5 ~/hc-inspec-test/inspec-tests/test-
infra.rb 

server_id = attribute(‘ec2_instance.testinstance’, description: 
‘Test server ID’)

vpc_id = attribute(‘vpc_id’, description: ‘VPC ID’)

subnet_id = attribute(‘subnet.public.id’, description: ‘Private 
Subnet ID’)

private_ip = attribute(‘testinstance_private_ip’, description: 
‘Instance Private IP Address’)

Testing OS configurations and applications
Some basic tests that you can do on OS level:

■■ test os family

describe os.family do 
 it { should eq ‘redhat’ } 
end

■■ test hostname

describe sys_info do 
 its(‹hostname›) { should eq ‘testinstance’ } 
end
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■■ test service port

describe port(80) do 
 it { should be_listening } 
 its(‹protocols›) { should cmp ‘tcp’ } 
 its(‹addresses›) { should include ‹0.0.0.0› } 
end

■■ test files

describe file(‘/tmp/bootstrap.log’) do 
 it { should exist } 
 its(‹size›) { should > 0 } 
end

InSpec started as a compliance tool originally so you can go even deeper and parse config files for a 
certain configuration option or use a regex that matches a certain pattern. 

There are some pre-built compliance tests that you can use directly (we’ll come back to this one later 
on).

Outputs and reports
■■ AWS

2018/10/01 08:49:24 Running command inspec exec test-infra.rb -t 
aws://$AWS_REGION --attrs /tmp/code/inspec-tests/tfoutput.yml 
Profile: tests from test-infra.rb (tests from test-infra.rb) 
Version: (not specified) 
Target: aws://eu-west-1 
 
EC2 Security Group sg-04b9115cc9a36f45d 
[38;5;41m ✔ should exist[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ group_name should eq “docker-apache-sg”[0m 
VPC vpc-0c12a23027d1cd031 
[38;5;41m ✔ state should eq “available”[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ cidr_block should eq “10.99.0.0/16”[0m 
S3 Bucket hc-inspec-poc-artifacts-state-sbx 
[38;5;41m ✔ should exist[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ should not be public[0m 
S3 Bucket hc-inspec-poc-terraform-state-sbx 
[38;5;41m ✔ should exist[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ should not be public[0m 
EC2 Instance docker-apache-inspec-poc 
[38;5;41m ✔ should exist[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ should be running[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ image_id should eq “ami-0bdb1d6c15a40392c”[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ instance_type should eq “t2.micro”[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ vpc_id should eq “vpc-0c12a23027d1cd031”[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ private_ip_address should eq “10.99.1.34”[0m 
 

https://www.inspec.io/docs/reference/resources/parse_config_file/
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Test Summary: [38;5;41m14 successful[0m, 0 failures, 0 skipped

■■  OS

Running command inspec exec test-os-app.rb -i inspec-audit.pem -t 
ssh://ec2-user@$HOSTIP --attrs /tmp/code/inspec-tests/tfoutput.
yml 
 
Profile: tests from test-os-app.rb (tests from test-os-app.rb) 
Version: (not specified) 
Target: ssh://ec2-user@10.99.1.34:22 
 
redhat 
[38;5;41m ✔ should eq “redhat”[0m 
sys_info 
[38;5;41m ✔ hostname should eq “testinstance”[0m 
Port 80 
[38;5;41m ✔ should be listening[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ protocols should cmp == “tcp”[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ addresses should include “0.0.0.0”[0m 
File /tmp/bootstrap.log 
[38;5;41m ✔ should exist[0m 
[38;5;41m ✔ size should > 0[0m 
 
Test Summary: [38;5;41m7 successful[0m, 0 failures, 0 skipped

It’s worth mentioning that in some cases InSpec will use custom exit codes. As per their documentation:

If all tests passed (no fails, no skips) exit code 0 is returned. If some tests skipped but none failed, exit 
code 101 is returned. If at least one test failed, exit code 100 is returned. If InSpec fails for any other 
reason, exit code 1 is returned.

So, eventually you might end up with a failed CodeBuild status if some but not all tests are skipped or are 
failing (as CodeBuild expects 0 as an exit code).

Profiles 
We already mentioned profiles while describing attributes. In the tests above we are using standalone 
test files (one for AWS and one for the operating system). But InSpec also supports the creation of 
complex test and compliance profiles, which organizes the controls to support dependency management 
and code reuse. Each profile is a standalone structure with its own distribution and execution flow. So 
instead of having a single file for every test like test-infra.rb or test-os-app.rb we can 
organize those standalone files in a complex structure (either environment or account based, or for 
example service based – profile for web servers)

├── README.md 
├── controls 
│  ├── example.rb 
│  └── control_etc.rb 
├── libraries 
│  └── extension.rb 
|── files 

ssh://ec2-user@10.99.1.34:22
ssh://ec2-user@10.99.1.34:22
https://www.inspec.io/docs/reference/profiles/
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│  └── extras.conf 
└── inspec.yml 
 
Where,

■■ inspec.ymlincludes the profile description (required)

■■ controls- the directory in which all tests are located (required)

■■ libraries- the directory in which all InSpec resource extensions are located (optional) 

■■ files- the directory with additional files that a profile can access (optional)

■■ README.md

Testing with InSpec via CLI.
One of the main capabilities that InSpec has over other similar tools is the CLI and there are different 
options to organize and execute tests

Another vital option built-in by design is the OS security compliance. There are pre-built CIS and Dev-Sec 
server hardening frameworks tests that can be used and which are available in this repo or at Chef’s 
supermarket which are actually organized as profiles.

We will use those DevSec tests as an example of the different ways to execute tests via the InSpec CLI

■■ as a built-in within another profile (depends)

depends: 
- name: linux-baseline 
 url: https://github.com/dev-sec/linux-baseline/archive/master.
tar.gz 
- name: ssh-baseline 
 url: https://github.com/dev-sec/ssh-baseline/archive/master.tar.
gz

■■ Locally by utilizing the InSpec CLI

■■ By using local file

inspec exec example.rb

■■ By using remote url

inspec exec github.com/dev-sec/linux-baseline

■■ By using chef’s supermarket

inspec exec supermarket://devsec/linux-baseline

■■ remotely over ssh or winrm

inspec exec test-os-app.rb -i inspec-audit.pem -t ssh://
user@$HOST 
inspec exec github.com/dev-sec/windows-baseline -t winrm://
user:host --password secret 
inspec exec supermarket://devsec/linux-baseline -t ssh://
user:host

https://github.com/dev-sec
https://supermarket.chef.io/tools?type=compliance_profile
https://supermarket.chef.io/tools?type=compliance_profile
https://github.com/dev-sec/linux-baseline/archive/master.tar.gz
https://github.com/dev-sec/linux-baseline/archive/master.tar.gz
https://github.com/dev-sec/ssh-baseline/archive/master.tar.gz
https://github.com/dev-sec/ssh-baseline/archive/master.tar.gz
http://github.com/dev-sec/linux-baseline
http://github.com/dev-sec/windows-baseline
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Testing with InSpec via AWS Systems Manager (SSM)
Another major benefit that InSpec has over similar tools is the integration with SSM. It’s possible to run 
InSpec tests (organized as profiles) stored in Github or S3 via the SSM Run Command or State Manager 
in the AWS Console or via the AWS CLI.

The tests output will be stored either in S3 or CloudWatch and the neat thing is that the state of the 
tested environment or instance will be available in the SSM State Manager under Compliance which is 
adding a lot of value for organizations that are undergoing regular audits.

In the example below we are using Run Command to execute the linux-baseline-dev-sec profile against 
the instance i-0242f1c6e35943437 which is basically the same thing as running the following command 
via the inspec cli (inspec execgithub.com/dev-sec/linux-baseline -t 
ssh://user@host)

The ssm command is:

aws ssm send-command --document-name “AWS-
RunInspecChecks” --document-version “\$DEFAULT” --targets 
“Key=instanceids,Values=i-0242f1c6e35943437” --parameters 
‘{“sourceType”:[“GitHub”],”sourceInfo”:[“\”{\”owner\”:\”d
ev-sec\”,\”repository\”:\”linux-patch-baseline\”,\”getOptio
ns\”:\”branch:master\”}\””]}’ --timeout-seconds 600 --max-
concurrency “50” --max-errors “0” --cloud-watch-output-config 
‘{“CloudWatchOutputEnabled”:true}’ --region eu-west-1

That will produce the following output:

Installing Chef Development Kit

Executing InSpec tests

Completed InSpec checks and put 80 compliant (80 critical, 0 
high, 0 low) and 45 non-compliant (45 critical, 0 high, 0 low) 
items 
Uninstalling Chef Development Kit

What’s actually interesting here is the State Manager Compliance state for this instance:

http://github.com/dev-sec/windows-baseline
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Conclusion
As Infrastructure as Code is still a relatively new concept, testing infrastructure code is usually 
underestimated because it’s fairly easy to re-create it within minutes in case of an issue. 

Yet, testing IaC is becoming a vital part of the process of delivering a reliable infrastructure similar to 
testing in software development.

There are a few really good tools with which you can test your infrastructure code, 

InSpec offers a great combination of features with which you can test not only your infrastructure code, 
but your operating system configuration and their security compliance posture. In the same time, InSpec 
is fairly simple to use and manage and writing tests can be done even from non-developers. It has a 
vibrant community backed by Chef looking after the product and up-to-date documentation.
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